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Labour migration to Gulf countries



COUNTRIES APPLYING 
THE KAFĀLA SYSTEM

GCC members:
Bahrain
Kuwait
Oman
Qatar
Saudi Arabia
United Arab Emirates

As well as:
Jordan
Lebanon
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THE KAFĀLA: GUARANTEED 
ASYMMETRIES?

1. What is the kafāla?
2. The kafāla system in Lebanon
3. The question of contract 

slavery
4. Research interest and sources 



THE KAFĀLA AS A 
«CLASSICAL» GUARANTEE

Commercial guarantee (surety-bond / bail) 

known to Islamic law from the 2nd/8th century 
onwards (e.g. another person’s appearance in court or 
the fulfilment of a principal debtor’s obligation)

gratuitous nature, benevolent act of generosity on the 
part of the kafīl (free of charge)



THE KAFĀLA
AS A CONTRACTUAL
GUARANTEE Party B

guarantee

Party C
Con

tra
ct

Party A
makfūl lahu kafīl
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SPONSORSHIP UNDER
THE KAFĀLA State

guarantee

Employer/
sponsor

contractWorker

Residence 
permit

Control by
means of:
- Visa
- No Objection

Certificate
- Exit Permit

wāfid/makfūl lahu
kafīl/mustaqdim



THE KAFĀLA AS A MODERN 
LABOUR MIGRATION SYSTEM

‘Privatisation and normalization of authority,’
‘deportation regime’ (Gardner 2010) 

Form of bonded labour, elements of debt bondage
(debates on «modern slavery»)

political economy: ‘labour migration regime,’ historical continuity as an instrument for
labour migration control
(AlShehabi 2019, Gulf Centre for Development Policies 2014); regional financial centers
(Kassamali 2017) 



CONTRACT FOR MIGRANT DOMESTIC 
WORKERS BY THE LEBANESE MOL



CONTRACT SLAVERY: KEVIN BALES

[Bales argues that] the employment contracts which domestic 
workers accept, misleads them into believing they are entering 
into a legitimate contractual relationship with obligations and 
responsibilities on both parties and backed by legal authorities. 
In reality, he says, it is merely a ruse: ‘an enticement to trick an 
individual into slavery’ (Jureidini/Moukarbel1999: 20) 



CONTRACT SLAVERY: KEVIN BALES

“live-ins and runaways are ‘contract slaves’ because they are 
‘held in place’ by violence or the threat of violence (until some 
finally choose to escape). By contrast, while freelancers are 
bonded to a formal sponsor, in reality they may be considered 
more as free labour and, as we shall show later, much less 
vulnerable to abuse and 
exploitation.”(Jureidini/Moukarbel1999: 20) 



KEVIN BALES: THREE TYPES OF MODERN SLAVERY

“‘chattel slavery’--where slaves are either captured, born or sold 
into permanent servitude; ‘debt bondage’--where servitude is 
ensured against the loan of money and where the length and 
nature of that servitude is indeterminate; and ‘contract slavery’--
where contracts are ‘legal fictions’ rather than legally binding 
employment agreements, and thus conceal what are in reality 
conditions of slavery.” 



How do various (non-/)legal 
discourses impact
conceptualizations of the kafāla? 
How do local, regional, and 
international discourses sediment
into legal discussions of the
kafāla? 

Emergence of the kafāla
as a labour migration regime

Contemporary discourses 
and the kafāla system

RESEARCH 
INTEREST
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